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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate 
linear partial differential operators of the form 
the hypoellipticityl of 
w, 4 = g +Jqt, x; RI!), x = (xl ,..., x,) E R”, (1) 
where 0, = (Or ,..., D,), Dj = -d--1 a/&c, , and L(t, X; [) is a 
polynomial in 5 E Rn of order 2~ with coefficients in Cm(l x Sz) 
(I = [0, l] and Sz is an open set of Rn). In particular we are interested 
in that of operators of the form 
where x = (x1 ,..., xn) and y = (yi ,..., y,) denote points in Rn and 
Am, respectively, H(t, x, y; c) is a polynomial in [ E Ii” of order 2~ 
with coefficients in (?‘(I x Rn x Rm), and the coefficients b,(t, x, y) 
are real-valued P-functions of (t, x, y) E I x R” x Rm. In fact we can 
prove 
THEOREM 1. Suppose in operator (2) that m < n and that there 
exist positive constants pL1 , pz such that 
I 
WJ, ,***, bn) 
cL1 < D(x, ,..., x,) < I4 > Re f&,(4 x, Y; E) 2 pl I 5 12“ (3) 
1 The P is said to be hypoelliptic, if any distribution u is infinitely differentiable 
in every open set where Pu is infinitely differentiable. 
116 
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for all (t, x, y) E I x Rn x Iym and 6 E Rn, where H&t, x, y; 5) denotes 
the leading part of H(t, x, y; f). Then the operator (2) is hypoelliptic. 
In the case where p = 1 and the coefficients of H(t, x, y; d/--1[) 
are all real, this has been proved by Weber [I] and Il’in [2] in which 
they constructed more precisely the fundamental solutions. But, more 
generally, a nearly complete characterization of hypoelliptic second 
order differential operators with real P-coefficients was recently 
given by Hormander [3]. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, 
we have 
COROLLARY. Assume in operator (2) that all the coeficients of H and 
the b, are independent of the variable t and that the operator (2) satis$es 
condition (3). Then the ultraparabolic operator 
is hypoelliptic. 
As a particular case, an operator in the (x, y)-plane, 02 + x a/ay, is 
hypoelliptic. Recently, a boundary value problem concerning this 
operator was discussed by Baouendi and Grisvard [4]. 
In view of (3), operator (2) can be reduced to the form 
; + 4, x, Y; QJ - ,zl xi $ I (2’) 
by a change of independent variables t, x, y. Here A(t, x, y; t) is 
again a polynomial in [ E Rn of order 2~ with coefficients in 
Cm(I x Rn x Rm), i.e., 
4, x, Y; Dz) = c a& x, Y) Dza 
lal<Zrr 
(a is a multi-index (a1 ,..., an), 1011 =al+***+a, and 
0,” = D1l *** 02) and satisfies, with some constant c > 0, 
for all (t, x, y) ~1 x Rn x R m. Let B = [b,J be an (n + m)-square 
matrix defined by bij = 1 for j = n + i and = 0 otherwise. By 
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a change of independent variables t and z = (x, y) such that t’ = t, 
z’ = efB’z, operator (2’) is again transformed into 
& + A(t, f?‘x; jetBDZ), (2”) 
where B’ is the transpose of B and J = [a&j is an (n + m)-square 
matrix such that aij = 1 for i = j = l,..., 12 and = 0 otherwise. 
Thus, to prove Theorem 1, we have only to show the hypoellipticity 
of (2”). 
In Section 2 we shall give a sufficient condition for operator (1) to be 
hypoelliptic (see Theorem 2). This condition should seem to be 
considerably artificial, but at least parabolic differential operators2 and 
operator (2”) fulfil the condition. So that Theorem 1 is a corollary of 
Theorem 2, in the proof of which we adapted the reasoning used in 
Mizohata [5], that is, we shall construct a parametrix of P(t, x), using 
the fundamental solution of Pi,(t) = P(t, y), the point y fixed. In 
Section 6 we shall give the proof and Sections 3, 4, and 5 are devoted 
to the preliminaries. Especially in Section 4, the regularity of funda- 
mental solutions of operators of form (1) whose coefficients are all 
independent of x will be established under the weaker condition, and 
hence the hypoellipticity of the operators will be obtained (see 
Theorem 3). 
2. CONDITIONS FOR L(t, x; D,) 
We consider first operator (2”). If we set there b,(t, z) = a&t, e-lB’z) 
and rt = Je fB, operator (2”) is rewritten in the form 
and satisfies 
(5) 
Denoting by I the (n + m)-square unit matrix, we put Fus) = 
e Operator (1) is said to be parabolic if there exists a constant 6 > 0 such that 
ReL,(t, x; 6) > 8 1 6 laH, 8 E IF, for all (t, x) ~1 x 9, where Ls is the leading part 
OfL. 
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u-e; w  - J)) e*B. Then we can easily verify the following 
. 
r,c = 0, O,<t,<l, {ER~+~=P<=O, 
det Pu8) = (t - s)“, (6) 
r8+,(t--S) = r,r,t 5) > t > s, O<T<l. 
Now we return to operator (1). On the condition that there exist real 
n-square matrices Pt and rtt,*) for the operator L(t, X; 0,) in (1) which 
have properties such as (4), (5), and (6), it may be proved that operator 
(1) is hypoelliptic, that is (rl = {(t, s); 1 > t > s > O> and C”(a) 
denotes the set of continuous functions defined on a, the closure of A), 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the L(t, x; 0,) in (1) possesses real n- 
square matrices rr and Ftl,*) with entries in C”“(I) and CO(J), respectively, 
which have the following properties 
(a) The L(t, x; 5) is a polynomial in Fit: 
aar(t, x) E P(l x Q). 
(b) There exists a positive constant c such that 
foraZZ(t,x)EI X 9. 
(c) If 5 E R~fulJils r,t = 0 for all t, then f = 0. 
(d) There exists a nonnegative number 7 and a function y( t, s) E CO(J) 
such that det rcr,*) = (t - s)’ y(t, s) and y(t, t) # 0 for all t. 
(e) For every (t, s) E A and 7 E I, the equality FS+7(1-8) = F,I’(l,s~ 
holds. 
Then it follows that operator (1) is hypoell$tic. 
It is obvious that Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 2, whose proof will be given in Section 6. Before ending 
this section we introduce an n-square matrix T(,,*J defined by 
and have, setting 
Tit:,, = (t - w2u h) 
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PROPOSITION 1. If the L(t, x; 0,) fulfils the condition in Theorem 2, 
the T(,,,) satisj?es the following: 
(0) There exists a constant v > 0 such that (t - s>” 11 Tc,,,) 11 is 
bounded in A. 
(I) If L,(t, x; 6) denotes the leading part of L(t, x; [), then there 
exists a positive constant S such that, for every (t, s) E A and x E Q, 
(II) Let K be an arbitrary compact set of 52. Then the coeficients of 
the polynomial in 5, Jf, L( 7, x; T(,,,)[) dr, are all bounded in A x K. 
Proof. Property (0) follows from (d). By (a) and (e) we have 
This yields (II). Assuming further (b) and (c), we have, with some 
constant S > 0, 
for every (t, s) E A and x E Q. This completes the proof. 
3. FUNCTIONAL SPACES 
In this section we introduce several functional spaces. Let 9 be 
the FrCchet space formed by infinitely differentiable functions defined 
on Rn and decreasing faster than any power of 1 x 1 as well as their 
derivatives with usual seminorms, and 9’ be its dual space. Denoting 
by E a topological vector space and by N the set of nonnegative 
integers, we define 
A0 (o real): a Banach space formed by f E Y’ such that 
the Fourier transform of f, p(t), is a function and the norm 
N,(f) = SW (1 + I t I)0 If( is finite. 
A”pd (a, d real): a FrCchet space formed by f E Au such that the 
seminorms pa(f) = N.,+dlaI(Xaf) (a E Nn) are all finite. 
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&p(/l x Y)(E) (p E N and /l, Y are subsets of the euclidean 
spaces of finite dimension): a space of continuous functions on /I x Y 
into E whose derivatives with respect toy and X up to any order and 
order p respectively are all continuous, with the topology of uniform 
convergence for each derivatives. 
&(A x Y)(E): th e intersection of fP(n x Y)(E), 0 < p < co. 
&(/I X Y)(K, Ao,d) (k real)3: the intersection of &9(/l x Y) 
(A-+), 0 < p < co. 
LEMMA 1. Ifa(h, y) E b(fl x Y)(y) andf(h, y) E &(A x Y)(K, A”pd), 
then we have u(X, y)f(X, y) E @?(A x Y)(K, hd). 
Proof. If (97, 24) E Y x AT) then v’u E A7 and the mapping on 
Y x AT into A7 defined by (v, u) t-t yu is continuous. In fact, with the 
aid of the inequality (1 + 1 5 j)T < (1 + 1 t - 7 I)“‘( 1 + 1 5 I)‘, we 
have 
Let fe &(A x Y)(k, LPT~). Th is means that, for every 01 EN” and 
p E N, X”~E bP(A x Y)(A”-kP+dla’ ). Thus we can assert that a * xaf 
is in @(/l x Y)(Ao-kp+dlal ). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2. Ifd > 0, then every element belonging to &(A x Y)(k, kbd) 
is in Cm(fl X Y X (R” - 0)). 
Proof. Let f (A, y) b e in &(A x Y)(K, &,d). Then, for any 01 E N” 
and p E N, we have x”f E &P(d x Y)(A~+dlol-kp). Accordingly, it 
follows from the Sobolev lemma that if j ai j > ( p + n + kp - o)/d, 
then xaf is in Cp(cl x Y x R”). This proves the lemma, since p is 
arbitrary. 
LEMMA 3. If Y is an open set of Rn and if f,(h, y) is in 
&(A x Y)(k, Au). Then, for every v(h, y) E f8)l)(Cow(Y)), F(h, x) = 
SfL/(k Y> v(h Y) dY is in &(A)(Am) (Am = nScm AS). 
3 In this paper we regard every elementf,(A, y) of B(d x Y)(k, kFd) as a distribution 
on A x Y x R” by the identity 
<A v> = j-j- <.f&t Y), ~0, Y, 4>z dA dy, ~EC~(A x Y x R”). 
AXY 
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Proof. The Fourier transform of F(h, y) with respect to x is given 
bY 
Using the integral by parts and the Leibniz formula, we have 
where 01 < /3 means oli < pi for any i if 01 = (crl , . .., a,) and 
B = (Is, >-*-, &). Noting that if 1 /I [ < p, D,“Dhy(X, y) is contained in 
dy(1 x Y)(&kP) and setting DABg = g(p), we can easily see that if 
1 jI 1 < p and 1 01 1 < q, the difference 
(1 + 1 6 I>“-“” P(P)@‘, E) -P@)(X, 5)) 
= C C,,,,, ]I ePiYF(l + ( EJ jyl--lcz, D,“(fy’)(h’, y) - f”y”(h, y)) 
x D;--a’v(fl-6’) h ( , y) dy + 1 eAive(l + I 4 I)“-“” D”,j’f”(h y) 
x Dor-a’(#fl-B’)(A’, y) - #B-B”(h, y)) dy 1 
converges uniformly with respect to 6 as X’ + X. Accordingly, we have 
F(A, x) E cP(A)(A-‘+q). Th is completes the proof, since p, q are 
arbitrary. 
4. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS OF P&t) 
As stated in the end of Section 1, PJt) is a differential operator with 
coefficients in P(1) obtained from operator (1) by freezing the variable 
x at the point y. A fundamental solution of Pv with singularity at 
(t, x) = (s, 0) is given by 
(0, 
Then we can assert 
PROPOSITION 2. If the L(t,x; Dz) in operator (1) possesses a real 
and nonsingular n-square matrix Tc~,~) with entries in Co(d) hawing 
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properties (0), (I), and (II) stated in Proposition 1, then the E(t, s; y) 
belongs to &(A x D)(9) n &(a x L4(2p, LI-~,~) us a function of 
(t, s, y) E d x 52, where d = 1/2pv < 1 ,4 and E is an arbitrary positive 
constant. 
Proof. 1. We first prove that E(t, s; y) E d(d x Q)(Y). Let (to , sO) 
and y,, be fixed in A and Q, respectively. We put 
w, s; Y) - Jqto > so ; Yo) 
= v-q4 s; Y> - qto 9 so ; YN + (-qto > so ; Y) - qto , so ; Yo)) 
= I + II. 
By the Fourier transformation, we have 
and 
fib3 = &(t,, so ;yo) exp [ I- 1: (L(T) Y; ‘t) - L(T, Yo ; 6)) dT/ - 11, 
where 
It now follows from (I) and (II) that if y is restricted to a compact set 
K, = {y; 1 y - y0 J < p} C Q there exists a positive constant C, such 
that, for all (t, S) E A and y E K, , 
On the other hand we can choose a positive number E < p so that the 
absolute values of 
L(T, Y; 6) dT and to (L(T, 3’; 6) - L(T, J’o ; 5)) dT 
so 
4 Property (I) implies 11 T;tt,, [I Q con&t - ~)l/~fi for all (t, S) E A, from which, 
together with property (0), it follows that Y > l/4. Hence we obtain d Q 1. 
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do not exceed 6 11 T, (I-+ / .$ 12U/4 (T,, = TQJ) if I 8 I > 1 and t, s, y 
satisfy 
I t - 43 I < E, I s - so I < 5 IY-Yol <e. (8) 
Thu:, noting that 1 Tilt / > (1 T,, 11-l 1 .$ /, we can immediately verify 
that I([) as well as II(E) d oes not exceed const. exp{--6 I( T,, ll-2u / f jzfi/4) 
when / 5 1 >, 1 and t, s, y satisfy (8). On the contrary, if [ is restricted 
to a bounded set, I(S) and I^ I(e) are both uniformly convergent to zero 
when t + t, , s -+ s,, , and y -+ y0 . Thus we can conclude that * 
I( 5) + fi(e) vanishes uniformly when t, s, y tend to to , so 9 Yo , 
respectively. Now recalling the fact that Dfal?((t, s; .$) (a E Nn) is 
expressed as a linear combination of terms 
(&) E N”, ai > 0 and &) + a** + ati) + *a* = IX), we can show that 
ma&~) + fi(5)) (a, B E w  converges uniformly to zero when 
t, s, y tend to t o , so , y. , respectively. This proves that E(t, s; y) is a 
continuous function on d x A2 into Y. By the same argument as 
above we can prove E(t, s; y) G cB(d x Q)(Y). 
2. Now we shall prove that E(t, s; y) E &?(A x 52)(2~, kE) for an 
arbitrary E > 0. In view of part 1 of Proof, it is sufficient to verify the 
regularity at t = s. Let to and y. be fixed. We start with proving that 
D,aE(t, s; y) is continuous at t = s = to as a function with values in 
A-c for every o( E N”. By (7) we can see that the absolute value of the 
Fourier transform of III = E(t, s; y) - 6 is bounded by 1 + C,, when 
(t, s) E A and y E KY,, (note that*E(t, t, y) = 6, when 6 is the Dirac 
measure). On the other hand III(t) converges uniformly to zero in 
bounded sets, as t -+ to , s -+ to and y +yo . This asserts that 
(1 + I 6 IP Im) converges uniformly to zero when t -+ to , s ---t to 
and y. + y. By (II) we have, for every (t, s) E A and y E K,, , 
C, being constants. Hence it follows from (7) and the formula such as 
(9) that DyaB(t, s; y) is bounded when e E Rn, (t, s) E A, and y E K. 
From this we can easily see that D,aE(t, s; y) is continuous at t = s as 
a function with values in A-c. By the argument employed above, we can 
easily prove that D&D2/aE(t, s; y) is continuous at t = s as a function 
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with values in A-C-2up (D T,S denotes a differential operator of the form 
iP’/a$‘lasf~, p, + p, = p). Th us we can conclude that E(t, S; y) is 
contained in &(a x @(2~, A-<). 
3. Finally we prove that ~~,?$.(t, s; y) E 6’(ii x sd)(2~, A-E+dlaI) for 
every 01 E Nn, if d = 1/2pv. We have already noted that the Fourier 
transform of xaE(t, s; y) is expressed as a linear combination of 
terms (9). By (II) we have 
where (t, s) and y run over A and a compact set K, respectively. From 
(0) and (I), we can derive 
for all (t, S) E A and y E K. It then follows from the inequality 
II T(,,s) II l < I T&,8 l/l E I) f # 0, 
that 
II Gd II < const. (f - 4 i’2u < const. I T&f Id 1 [ ( d (11) 
is valid for every % # 0, (t, S) E d andy E K. Thus we can see from (7), 
(lo), and (11) that the inequality 
I D$%,(t, s; 4)l d const. (1 + I I I)-“‘“‘(1 + I T&)5 l>k”’ 
x exp [-;I Gf.s,Slaul, 8gR” 
holds for every (t, S) and y E K with constants A,. By a similar 
reasoning to that of part 2 of Proof, it can be derived from (12) that 
~aE(t, S; y) E B(d x 52)(2~, A-r+dlrrl). In other words, E(t, s; y) is 
contained in &(a x 52)(2~, Amsyd). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let E,(t, s; y) be the same as in Proposition 2. Then 
E,Jt, s; y) is infinitely d$j%rentiable in the set 
W={(t,s,x,y)~IxIxR~x9;~t-s~+~x-y~ >O>. 
Proof. By definition, E,-,(t, s; y) = 0 for t < s. Using Lemma 2 
and Proposition 2, we can show that E.&t, s; y) is infinitely differen- 
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tiable in the set of (t, s, x, y) satisfying t 3 s and / x - y 1 > 0. On 
the other hand, it is obviously verified that, if 1 01 j > 2pp, 
D&(x”E,(t, s;y)) = 0 at t=s (13) 
for all q < p. This asserts the proposition, since p is arbitrary and 
Jut, s; y) E &(A x Q)(Y). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E,(t, s; y) be the same as in Proposition 2. Then 
EzAv(t, s; y) is regular in (t, x) as weZZ as in (s, y), 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that 
Fq?(C s; Y) = / Kz-& s; Y) ds, Y) dY 
belongs to b(d)(A*)) for every v E C,“O(I x 52). Accordingly, we have 
JiF+,(t, s; y) ds E d(I)(Am), that is, Ez+(t, s; y) is regular in (t, x). Since 
E,(t, s; y) E ~9(a x SZ)(A-c-2@) for every p E N, we can obtain that 
SJ%--2/(t, s; Y) WY x ) d x is in C+i X G) for every #(t, x) E C,“(I X R”), 
from which the regularity in (s, y) of Ez-Jt, s; y) will be proved. 
Q.E.D. 
From Propositions 2, 3, and 4, we can immediately prove 
THEOREM 3. The transpose of operator (1) whose coeficients are all 
independent of x is hypoelliptic if the L possesses a nonsingular and 
real n-square matrix T(,,,) with entries in Co(A) which has properties (0), 
(I), and (II) stated in Proposition 1. 
5. INTEGRAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH E,(t, s; y) 
Let E,(t, s; y) be the fundamental solution treated in the preceeding 
section and assume conditions (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) stated in 
Theorem 2. Hence, with the aid of Propositions 1 and 2, we have 
EJt, s; y) E &‘(A x Q)(Y) n &(if x L?)(2p, AI-~~~) for some d > 0. 
We then consider integral operators S,( t, s; y), y E Nn, with parameters 
t, s, andyind x 52: 
s,(t, s; r>f(t, s; Y) = 1: G(t, s; Y)& (r,Wf(~, s; Y> d7, I Y I d 2P. 
(14) 
Below we shall prove, denoting by AgO the set of u E Au such that 
supp[~] is contained in a compact set K. C Rn, 
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PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that 1 y ( ,< 2~ and 
and put g(t, s; y) = S,,(t, s; y) f. Then it follwos that 
(i) g E b(d x Q)(Y) n &(a x 52)(2~, A”+doJ) fiw any d,, such 
that 0 < do < d, 
(ii) zjr all derivatives off with respect to t, s up to order p vanish at 
t = s, then those of g up to order p + 1 vanish at t = s, and 
(iii) ~7 all derivatives of x”f with respect to t, s up to order p vanish 
at t = s when 1 01 ( > 2pp, then so does x”g when 1 01 1 > 2pp. 
Proof of(i). Letf(t, s; y) be in 
&(A x Q)(Y) n &(ii x Q)(2p, Agtdsd). 
Dividing (14) into two integrals Ji *-* dr and c -** dr, t > c > s, 
with the same integrands as in (14) we can easily verify the relation 
S(t, s; y) f E &‘(A x Q)(9), since if (u, 9’) E A7vd x Y then u * 9 E Y 
and this is a continuous mapping on Ar,d x 9’ into 9. 
Let d,, be chosen so that 0 < d, < d. To prove that 
Sy(t, s; y) f E ~$(a x Q)(2p, A”+~~d), we have only to assert 
LEMMA 4. There exists a number 0,O < 0 < 1, =h that, for every 
01, /3, y E Nn and p E N, the convolution operators 
JG(t, s; r) = {(t - de x”(~JQy WD,6W, s; Y>>$ , I Y I < 34 
are bounded and continuous functions on A x K with values in 
s&4;:, &+&+dWW)5, where K and I&, are arbitrary compact sets 
in D and R”, respectively. 
In fact, the integral (14) may be rewritten in the form 
5 Let A and 23 be Banach spaces with norms 1) .)I” and 11 . Ita, respectively. By 
Z*(A, B) we then denote a Banach space formed by bounded linear mappings q~ 
on A into B with norm II Y II = ~UP,,A II Ap, lldll v  IIA . 
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and hence we have 
which shows, in view of Lemma 4, that S,,(t, s; y)f vanishes at t = s 
and belongs to c?O(a x Q)(A”+do*d). By a similar argument, we can 
prove that Sy(t, s; y)f~ &P(a x Q)(A”+do-2up~d) for all p E N. This 
completes the proof of (i). 
The assertion (ii) may be obviously verified. The proof of (iii) is 
immediately obtained from (14) by using the Leibniz formula. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let u be in Agza. The Fourier transform of 
Me(t, S; y)ti multiplied by (1 + 1 6 I)o+do+dlu+2up is equal to the product 
of (1 + 1 t I)“+dti(C) and 
(t - s)~ D,“{(T,f)r DtPD$$(t, s; y)}(l + 1 [ I)do--d+d’a’-2“? (15) 
Using the Leibniz formula, we can write over the last term as follows: 
a:. C& - s)~(~-‘~“‘~“) D;‘(Fsoy 
x (t - s)“~“‘~~ Dt’DvBD$!$(t, s; f)(l + 1 E ()d0-d+d’o’-2u9. 
By (e), we have, for all (t, S) E d and 5 E R”, 
l(t - s)@+-la’1/2~) D;‘(rs[)’ / 
< const.{(t - s)I r(& j2u}e(1-~m’1/2u) 1Tt,,,$ /(1-e)(2u-la’l) 
and, letting K be a compact set of Q, we obtain from (11) 
,(t _ s)6M/2u D,“D,aD$a’i?,(t, s; y)j 
< const.(j 7&E I/l 5 I)“‘“““(1 + ( E l)--d’a-“‘+2upexp 
I 
f ER”, 
for every (t, S) E d and y E K. Accordingly, the absolute value of (15) is 
not greater than const. (1 + I 8 I) 2u(i-e)+do-d. If we choose 8 so that 
0 > 0 and 2~( 1 - 0) + do - d < 0, it follows that (15) is bounded. 
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Hence, there exists a constant C such that, for every (t, s) E d and 
y E K 
N o+~+~~o~-d~& s; ~14 d CN,+&d- 
It is clear that MB(t, s; y) is continuous in d x 8. Thus the proof of 
Lemma 4 is completed. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section, we shall give the proof of Theorem 2 which is stated 
in Section 2, by constructing a parametrix. Hence we assume that the 
operator .L(t, x; D,) in (1) possesses real n-square matrices r, and 
r(t,s) with entries in P(1) and CO(J), respectively, satisfying properties 
(a), (b), (4, (4, and (e). 
First we construct a parametrix. To do so we shall solve the 
recursion formulas 
P&)F$’ = s(t - s) x S(x) 
qtpp = (P&) - P(t, x + y)) w(x)Fp 
(16) 
p&t)@ = (P&) - P(t, x + y)) w(x)P1) z Y 
where PJt) is the same as in Section 4, parameters s and y run 
through I and an open set U whose closure is contained in Q, respec- 
tively, and w(x) is infinitely differentiable function on R” with compact 
support in {x; x + UC In> and is equal to 1 in a neighborhood V of 
the origin. Adding, in (16), up to j = p, we obtain, for x E V, 
Iyt, x + y)(ip + e-0 +Fp’) = S(t - s) x S(x) - P,(t)Fp, 
which leads to 
qt, x)(FF, + **- +F&‘) = qt - s) x S(x -y) - P*(t)F$t!v (17) 
forxandysuchthatx-yyVandyEU. 
Let E,(t, s; y) be the same as in Section 4. We then consider the 
integral operator 9: 




when t > s. By (a), the L(t, X; 0,) is written in the form 
Hence, using operators (14), we can write the integral (18) as follows: 
g(4 s; Y) = c at, s; yNU4 Y) - w, x + 99) 4x).04 s; 391. 
lal<2u 
It then follows from Lemma 1 and (i) of Proposition 5 that g is 
contained in &(A x Q)(Y) A rF(if x Q)(2p, A”+do*d), if f belongs to 
B(Ll x Q)(Y) f-7 qa x Q)(2p, A-d). 
Now we defined F, to) = &.(t, S; y). Then it is obvious that solutions 
of (16) are given by F, (i) = LZF,f-l) for t > s and = 0 for t < s. 
Hence we have 
F$) E &(A x Q)(Y) n &(ii x Q)(2p, A-E+jdo*d). 
This, together with (ii) of Proposition 5, guarantees that if k < j, 
Fz) is in ,-$k(R2 x Q)(A-c+jdo-2UP ). Thus, according as j become large 
Ff’ become smoother, By the same reasoning as in Propositions 3 
and 4, we can assert that F!&,(t, S; y) is in Cm( IV) and, by using (13) 
and (iii) of Proposition 5, that it is regular in (t, X) as well as in (s, y) 
for every j, i.e., F$$(t, s; y) is very regular, as a distribution, in the 
sense of Schwartz [6]. It then follows from (17) that 
FE,& s; y) + ... + &$‘(t, s; r) 
is a very regular parametrix of P(t, x). Thus we attain that the 
operator “P(t, x) defined by 
j-j F(t, x)cp - Ifr dt dx = j-f cp . P(t, x)# dt dx, (p, # E Com(l x Q) 
is hypoelliptic. In the same way we can prove that the P(t, X) is also 
hypoelliptic, since the IP(t, x) satisfies the condition in Theorem 2 and 
“(‘P(t, x)) = P(t, x). 
Remark. It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 2 and 
footnote 4 that ‘P(t, x) is hypoelliptic, even if the hypothesis in the 
theorem replaces the following: If the L(t, x; D,) possesses a real and 
nonsingular n-square matrix Tcf,*) with entries in Co(A) having 
properties (0), (I), (II) stated in Proposition 1 and the property (III): 
There exists a real n-square matrix rl with entries in Cm(I) such that 
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L(t, x; 6) can be written as a polynomial in I’& with P-coefficients 
and II rs II G cm. II r(~,~) II is valid for every (t, S) E A if we put 
r(t*J = (t - sp2u T& . 
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